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Abstract
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Urban Air Mobility is an emerging concept that would allow urban transportation
of both people and cargo through the air in large metropolitan cities. Because of
new propulsion methods like distributed electrical propulsion, the Urban Air
Mobility is concentrating on Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing aircraft to
implement its concept. Controlling and maneuvering these aircraft are very
different than piloting traditional general aviation even through Electric Vertical
Take and Landing aircraft aim to be in the same size category. Because of the more
complex controls needed for Electric Takeoff and Landing aircraft, Simplified
Vehicle Operation schemes are being developed in order to allow for easy control
on these aircraft and the different flight profiles they would follow. This thesis
explores Simplified Vehicle Operations for Electric Takeoff and Landing aircraft
by implementing a Simplified Vehicle Operation scheme on a Piper Warrior
through a Garmin autopilot system. Through the implemented scheme, a pilot-onthe-loop control system is created in which a human operator is commanding turns
and climb rates instead of control surface deflection like a traditional general
aviation aircraft. A control joystick is used as the control interface for the pilot, and
the pilot input commands are interpreted by a Raspberry Pi. Control logic software
developed in Python formats ARINC 429 commands for selected heading and
vertical speed and transmits them to the RTX Serial Port Adapter via RS232 serial
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communication. The RTX Serial Port Adapter then converts the serial
communication to ARINC 429 to send to the Garmin autopilot. Testing revealed
that the current system and control logic software does not generate valid ARINC
429 commands which the Garmin autopilot can recognize. Further integration
testing is needed in order to better understand the ARINC format which the Garmin
autopilot recognizes as valid in order to send the proper commands from the
Raspberry Pi into the autopilot system.
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Chapter 1
Objectives and Background

Research Objectives
The objectives of this thesis research are to explore Simplified Vehicle Operations
schemes for Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing aircraft. Exploration is achieved
through the use of a Garmin autopilot system installed on a Piper Warrior. This
research aims to have a pilot command the aircraft through a video game joystick
while flying. The research intends to develop and integrate a system which is able
to use control logic software executed on a Raspberry Pi to interpret the pilot’s
commands and form valid autopilot commands that are transmitted to the Garmin
autopilot. The Simplified Vehicle Operation scheme is demonstrated through
integration and flight test.

Simplified Vehicle Operations
Simplified Vehicle Operations (SVO) are the flight systems and user interfaces that
apply technology to provide assistance to human pilots in order to reduce workload
and complexity of operations. As technology continues to improve, advanced
avionics and control systems provide powerful capabilities that were once not
available to the general aviation community and were reserved for large complex
aircraft like commercial airlines. This powerful technology increases automation in
aircraft which is able to take over tasks that the human pilot is usually responsible
for [1]. The three primary tasks of a pilot while operating an aircraft are aviating,
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navigating, and communicating. Aviating is controlling the aircraft to keep it aloft
in the sky, navigating is directing the course of the aircraft in order to arrive at the
desired location, and communicating is speaking on the radio with air traffic
controllers and other pilots that are sharing the same airspace. However, SVO
schemes incorporate technology that automate some of these tasks reducing pilot
workload. By relieving some of these responsibilities, the pilot is less likely to
become task saturated increasing his or her bandwidth to make decisions that are
critical for safety of flight. For example, automation can take the role of controlling
and stabilizing the aircraft; therefore, allowing the pilot to focus on higher level
critical decision making which increases the overall safety of flight.
The technology and automation of SVO schemes act as the connection between
human pilots and the aircraft. Human-centered automation is the focus of SVO in
aircraft. This focus means that the goal of SVO is to seamlessly link human pilot
with aircraft which leads to safely and correctly controlling the aircraft while in
flight. For example, the pilot inputs a command into a control interface in the
cockpit like deflecting a control stick. The SVO scheme must then interpret the
input command from the pilot and generate the proper response actions. The
aircraft then executes these response actions to properly change direction of flight
to meet the pilot’s desired command input. SVO schemes also include safety of
flight envelope protection which means that the system keeps the aircraft and the
pilot inside a safe flight regime at all times [1]. If the pilot tries to command the
aircraft into an unsafe flight condition, the system recognizes that the combination
of flight parameters such as airspeed, altitude, and bank angle is unsafe and
prevents the aircraft from entering into that flight condition preventing a loss of
control incident.
The emerging concept of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) has focused its potential on
the use of electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicles (eVTOLs) that incorporate
SVO schemes. According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Urban
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Air Mobility (UAM) is an aviation transportation system that carries both
passengers and cargo safely and efficiently over urban and suburban areas at low
altitude [2]. The FAA is currently outlining the operation for the vehicles, airspace,
infrastructure and community involvement that will lead to the safe operation of the
UAM concept. The FAA is targeting the use of new aircraft designs and system
technology like eVTOLs that will allow UAM to be viable, both from economic
and technological standpoints. EVTOLs will allow vertical takeoff and landings to
occur in areas that conventional aircraft needing runways cannot. This concept of
operation means that eVTOLs for UAM can become more ubiquitous than
conventional flying aircraft. EVTOLS are able to use existing infrastructure like
helipads on top of city buildings to transport passengers and cargo. EVTOLs are
also able to utilize other existing infrastructure that were designed and built for
helicopters like routes and Air Traffic Control services. The FAA is also working
towards identifying additional infrastructure needs like vertiport standards that
eVOTLs and UAM will utilize in future expansion. Specific examples that the FAA
envisions UAM servicing are cargo delivery, public use for first responders, and
intercity travel [2]. Figure 1 shows an example of intercity air transportation that
will be possible with UAM that utilize eVOTLs with SVO schemes.

Figure 1: Example of Intercity Travel in UAM [3]
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UAM has the potential to drastically reduce the amount of time people spend
commuting with added benefits such as reduced emissions and reduced fatalities
and injuries from auto accidents as a result of the decreased number of vehicles on
the roadways [3].
The vision for eVTOLs that UAM will utilize is to be highly automated since the
design and concept of operations will be very different than conventional aircraft
that are flying today. The eVTOL designs that are currently being developed for
UAM are in the four to eight seat carrying capacity range [4]. This passenger
capacity is similar to current general aviation aircraft that use runways in their
conventional takeoff and landing flight profiles. These aircraft have a relatively
simple design without the need for complex control systems. These aircraft utilize a
propulsion system that typically incorporates an engine providing power to rotate a
propeller that provides the aerodynamic thrust to propel the aircraft forward
overcoming drag. As the aircraft accelerates forward, lift is generated by wings as
air flows around them in order to overcome the force of gravity. The aerodynamic
forces that act upon the aircraft in flight are usually balanced by multiple surfaces
of the aircraft such as the horizontal and vertical stabilizer. Control surfaces such as
the rudder, ailerons, and elevator are mechanically linked to the pilot control
interfaces. These general aviation aircraft are often associated with single or multiengine piston-powered aircraft flying into and out of uncontrolled airfields. Figure
2 shows the typical airport traffic pattern than conventional flying aircraft follow in
order to land and take off.
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Figure 2: Airport Traffic Pattern [5]

These general aviation airports are often in sparsely populated areas where risks to
the population on the ground is less than the densely populated metropolitan areas
that UAM is concentrating on. The flight profile and design of eVTOLs for UAM
differ from conventional general aviation aircraft. This difference between eVTOLs
and conventional general aircraft has necessitated the research and development of
SVO schemes for their control. EVTOLs are incorporating emerging designs like
distributed electrical propulsion that allow these vehicles to take off and land
vertically [4]. Figure 3 is the Lilium Jet, which is under development. The Lilium
Jet is an example of distributed electrical propulsion, as the spanwise distribution of
the electric engines along the wings provides thrust in both vertical and horizontal
flight.
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Figure 3: Lilium Jet [4]

Efficiency improvements in battery technology are also leading eVTOLs to be the
focus of UAM development. These technological improvements are allowing
eVTOLs to have the flight profile necessary to enable the UAM concept. After
picking up its payload, the eVTOL will take off vertically from a helipad or future
vertiport. Once the aircraft is airborne, the eVTOL will transition to horizontal
flight. Once it approaches its destination, the aircraft will transition back into
vertical flight to land. Figure 4 shows the typical landing profile of an eVTOL used
for UAM. This aircraft must be able to navigate the hazards that urban
environments present like tall buildings and narrow corridors.
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Figure 4: Landing Profile of eVTOL in UAM [6]

Because of the aircraft features needed to complete this flight profile like the
distributed electrical propulsion, the SVO schemes that will allow for the safe
operation of these aircraft will need to incorporate automated functions and
systems. Features like Advance Flight Control Systems (AFCS) must be developed,
as the vehicle stability and control interfaces needed to safely operate these vehicles
are beyond what a human pilot could manage with mechanical controls [4]. Inputs
and outputs to control surfaces should be left to an AFCS which utilizes control
logic software to stabilize the aircraft while in flight and safely transition from
horizontal to vertical flight. By combining SVO schemes with AFCS, control
inputs by human pilots can be simplified allowing them to safely operate eVTOLS
for UAM.
Early indications from industry and government regulators signal that these
eVTOLS will be flown with a pilot-in-command onboard the aircraft but future
iterations will evolve to be fully autonomous with remote pilot-in-commands [4].
Traditional flight training is a long process. In order to earn a private pilot license,
student pilots need a minimum of 40 hours of flight time and meet a minimum
standard of other requirements. The national average for student pilots to gain their
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private pilot license is around 65-70 hours [7]. Since SVO schemes incorporate
large amounts of technology and automation into their designs, operating aircraft
that utilize them will be different than operating current general aviation aircraft.
SVO schemes deconstruct the tasks that a pilot is currently responsible for in a
cockpit and determine which are best suitable for automation. By incorporating
pilot centered automation to relieve certain responsibilities and tasks of the pilot,
flight safety in eVTOLs can be achieved that would be beyond possible with
mechanical controls. Integrated systems are able to perform these tasks and
responsibilities with a higher level of reliability and redundancy across a wide
range of flight environments, both in nominal and off-nominal conditions [4].
These integrated systems can automate flight to prevent the aircraft from getting
into a flight regime that may be unsafe leading to a loss of control incident
especially if the pilot becomes distracted. The automated functionality must be
certified in order to ensure the same safety of flight as if a human pilot was
performing the task. For example, pilots that currently operate general aviation
aircraft do so by commanding control surface deflection with either a yoke and
rudder pedals or a control stick and rudder pedals. Yokes and control sticks which
are mechanically linked through a pulley system control the surface deflection of
elevators and ailerons which control the pitch and roll of the aircraft. In
conventional general aviation aircraft, the control surfaces of the aircraft are often
mechanically linked by pulleys and cables, as this method of controlling aircraft is
the simplest and most inexpensive. For example, this control scheme means that
when the pilot pulls back on the yoke, wires physically link the movement of the
elevator to the control yoke causing the aircraft to pitch up resulting in a climb.
Figure 5 shows mechanical linkages that are used to move flight control surfaces of
conventional aircraft.
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Figure 5: Mechanically Linked Flight Controls

Rotating the yoke or moving the control stick laterally moves the ailerons which
causes roll resulting in a bank angle change of the aircraft, thus, turning the aircraft
in a different direction. Since technology is limited, there is usually no system or
automation that puts safeguards to protect pilots from maneuvering their aircraft
into an unsafe flight condition that may result in a crash. In SVO schemes, pilots
need to have the ability to command speed to accelerate and decelerate, command
pitch in order to climb and descend, and command roll and yaw to turn the aircraft.
When utilizing SVO schemes, the pilot may not have direct control to change one
of these parameters individually like pilots who fly conventional control scheme
aircraft. The combination of SVO and AFCS means that the cockpit interface that
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pilots use to control the aircraft are also evolving which means cockpit controls
could be reduced to a single control stick and thumb wheel to control the three axes
of flight: yaw, pitch, roll [4]. Since SVO schemes are fly-by-wire systems, cockpit
control interfaces could be tailored to best suit future pilots. When a pilot operator
makes a demand on a control stick or a thumb wheel to change the direction of
flight, the SVO will interpret that control input and relay the information to an
AFCS in order to command the desired change in flight direction. For example,
SVO schemes coupled with AFCS could mean that eVTOLs that utilize a quadcopter like design could change the pitch of the rotating blades or rotate the engines
to provide directional thrust to command the direction of flight. These aircraft will
not have primary control surfaces of rudder, aileron, and elevator but will rely on
complex integrated control systems to control flight path. Figure 6 shows the Joby
S4 which is currently under development. This aircraft is an eVTOL that uses
complex integrated control systems for flight.

Figure 6: Joby S4 [4]
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Because of the inherent instability of these aircraft, computers and control software
coupled with sensors would be needed to continuously monitor the state of the
aircraft. This monitoring system would then provide feedback to control actuators
in order to make fine adjustments at rates beyond what a human is capable of to
keep the aircraft stabilized. This control scheme and stabilization would be far too
complex for pilots to achieve with mechanical linkages. The pilot would no longer
be commanding control surface deflection in order to change direction of flight but
would be commanding the desired outcome of that control surface deflection. In a
SVO scheme that would automate flight control surface deflection, the pilot would
input a direction change into a controller interface such as a joystick and the
integrated system would automatically command the properly control surface
deflection to achieve the desired flight path. For example, if a pilot operating an
aircraft with an SVO scheme pushes the control stick to the left, that command
would be sent to the AFCS. The AFCS would move the corresponding control
surfaces to the proper amount of deflection in order to achieve the desired turn.
SVO schemes with AFCS can also be equipped with safety features like automated
attitude and hover stabilization using GPS for vertical landing phases of flight. The
aircraft is kept within the safe flight envelope preventing a loss of control incident
that could be caused pilot over-command or distraction.
Because the operation of aircraft that incorporates SVO would be significantly
different than the operation of current aircraft, the flight training and licensing
requirements would be significantly different as well. For example, flight training
for private pilots focuses on stalls and maneuvers such as steep turns and ground
reference like turns around a point. Stalls are emphasized during flight training
because they are critical for pilots to avoid since they can lead to fatal loss of
control accidents. Therefore, student pilots learn to recognize stalls in order to
avoid them as well as recover from stalls if they ever find themselves in one.
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Operating aircraft with SVO schemes are being developed in order to offer built in
protection to avoid loss of control accidents.
Since federal regulators will ultimately be responsible for certifying these vehicles
and the pilots who operate them, FAA will need a method to test different SVO
schemes in order to ensure that these eVTOLS are safe for both passengers and
pilots as well as people and property on the ground. This thesis attempts to create a
flying test bed to explore how SVO can be used in eVTOLs for UAM. Using a
conventional general aviation aircraft with a commercial off the shelf autopilot
installed, SVO schemes can be developed and tested on this flying test bed.
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Chapter 2
Development and Integrated Methodology
Flying Test Bed
Airframe
The aircraft used as the flying test bed to explore the developed SVO schemes was
a Piper PA-28-161 Warrior (Tail Number: N618FT). This aircraft is owned and
operated by the flight test department at Florida Institute of Technology. The
Warrior is operated under a special airworthiness certificate in the experimental
category. This aircraft is a four-place, low-wing, single-engine aircraft equipped
with fixed tricycle landing gear. The Warrior is powered by the four-cylinder
Lycoming O-320 engine. This engine is normally-aspirated, air-cooled, and
carburetor-equipped which supplies the power to a fixed-pitch propeller. The
Lycoming O-320 is rated to produce 160 horsepower at 2700 RPM. The maximum
gross takeoff weight of the aircraft is 2440 pounds [8]. Figure 7 shows the Piper
Warrior that is used as the flying test bed to conduct this research.
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Figure 7: Piper Warrior

Avionics
The Piper Warrior is equipped with a Garmin autopilot that facilitates the
investigation of SVO schemes through the aircraft. The Garmin G5 is an electronic
instrument flight display that is integrated into the cockpit panel of the Piper
Warrior in a standard 3-1/8-inch instrument cutout [9]. The G5 presents standard
flight display parameters such as pitch, roll, and turn rate along with other
information including ground speed and altitude. Along the left side of the G5,
airspeed is presented in a vertical strip chart while altitude is presented in a vertical
strip chart along the right side.
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Figure 8: Garmin G5 Electronic Flight Instrument Display [9]

The display settings can be customized to pilot preference. The G5 can provide
autopilot capabilities when installed with the Garmin GSA 28 smart servo motors
and Garmin GMC 507.
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Garmin G5
GMC 507

Figure 9: Cockpit Panel of the Experimental Piper Warrior

Figure 9 shows the Garmin G5 above the yoke of the pilot on the left-hand side of
the cockpit panel while the GMC 507 is located towards the center of the panel.
The GSA 28 smart servos are mechanically linked to the control surface cabling of
the aircraft. Figure 10 shows how the GSA 28 smart servo motors are physically
connected to the control cables of the Piper Warrior. There is an autopilot
disconnect located on the pilot’s yoke. This feature ensures that any malfunction of
the servo motors like a seizure will not cause adverse flight control maneuverability
leading to a catastrophic accident.
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Figure 10: Garmin GSA 28 Smart Servo Motors

Since the Piper Warrior utilizes a reversible control system, control by the autopilot
will also cause the control interfaces in the cockpit to move. The aircraft that is
being used as the flying test bed (N618FT) only has GSA 28 smart servo motors
attached to the aileron and stabilator control surface cables. This configuration of
the GSA 28 smart servos provides control of the roll and pitch of the Piper Warrior.
Yaw control is not available, as there is no GSA 28 smart servo connected to the
rudder cable. The Garmin GMC 507 is a dedicated controller for the autopilot
system installed on the Piper Warrior. Figure 11 presents a clear picture of the
layout of the GMC 507 and how pilots would use this control panel to interface
with the Garmin autopilot.
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Figure 11: Garmin GMC 507 [10]

Buttons on the GMC 507 include a control wheel for speed selection, individual
heading and altitude knob, and selection buttons for various autopilot modes. The
Garmin GAD29B is also installed as part of the autopilot system on the aircraft.
The GAD29B is a small ARINC 429 data bus adapter module which can be used to
interface multiple navigators with the autopilot system. The GSA 28 smart servo
motors, the GMC 507, and the GAD29B communicate over Controller Area
Network, or CAN bus. CAN bus was developed by Bosch GmbH in the 1980s and
is widely used in the aviation and automotive industries [9]. Specifications for
CAN bus govern the configuration of the bus including wiring and hardware
parameters.

Figure 12: Garmin Autopilot Schematics
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Figure 12 illustrates the schematics for the Garmin autopilot installed on the Piper
Warrior. ARINC 429 commands are sent into the system via the GAD29B. This
autopilot system functions in different modes. The two modes of interest for this
thesis are heading mode and vertical speed mode. While in heading mode, the pilot
has the ability to select the heading through the knob on the GMC 507 of the
aircraft through the heading indicator bug. While in vertical speed mode, the pilot
can use the scroll wheel located also on the GMC 507 to select a vertical speed rate
resulting in climbs and descents. The GSA 28 smart servos will then appropriately
move the control surfaces in order to achieve and hold the proper heading and
vertical speed. Internal feedback to the autopilot systems monitors the pitch and
vertical speed of the aircraft as well as the roll and heading of the aircraft. When
the autopilot system senses that the heading or vertical speeds deviate from the
selected commands, the GSA 28 smart servo motors automatically adjust to return
the aircraft to the proper selected parameters. This control feedback creates a loop
which stabilizes the roll and pitch of the aircraft. This control loop also continually
monitors flight parameters such as attitude, airspeed, bank, and roll angle. If the
autopilot system recognizes that the aircraft is approaching the limits of the flight
envelope in terms of parameters such as airspeed and attitude, the electronic
stability and protection system automatically commands the aircraft to a safe steady
level flight profile through the GSA 28 smart servo motors [10].
The research accomplished in this thesis interacts with the Garmin autopilot system
through the ARINC 429 inputs of the GAD29B. The GAD29B has the following
functionality: two low speed ARINC 429 transmitters, four low speed ARINC 429
receivers, and one CAN bus port. This functionality is critical to allowing external
users to interface with the Garmin autopilot system. The main process for
examining SVO schemes that have been developed is by sending ARINC 429 data
into the autopilot system through the GAD29B receiver ports. Because the Piper
Warrior is flown under an experimental airworthiness certificate, a custom
modification has been made to the wiring harness of the GAD29 inputs. The wiring
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harness that connects to the GAD29B has been run to the front of the aircraft in
order to easily interface with the autopilot system. A DB15 connector is located
just below the cockpit panel by the copilot footwell. Figure 13 shows the DB15
connector as well as the DB9 connector.

DB15

DB9

Figure 13: Copilot Footwell of Piper Warrior

Users are able to plug directly into this DB15 connector and interact with the
Garmin autopilot system on board the aircraft by transmitting ARINC 429 data to
the GAD29. The following is the pinout for the DB15 connector.
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Figure 14: Pinout of DB15 Connector
Table 1: Pinout of DB15 on Piper Warrior

Pin Number

Function

1

ARINC 429 In (W)

2

ARINC 429 In (B)

3

ARINC 429 In (Shield)

4

ARINC 429 Out (W)

5

ARINC 429 Out (B)

6

ARINC 429 Out (Shield)

7

Course Error HI

8

Course Error LO

9

Course Error Shield

10

Heading Error HI

11

Heading Error LO

12

Heading Error Shield

13

Reserved

14

Reserved

15

Reserved

Table 1 lists the pin number and function of each pin on the connector, and Figure
14 illustrates the pin position on the connector. The other wire that is run from the
autopilot system to the copilot footwell is a RS232 serial communication cable that
terminates with a DB9 connector. This cable transmits the current flight data over
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serial communication from the Garmin G5 which users can easily read on the
Raspberry Pi.

ARINC 429
ARINC 429 is a standard data bus protocol used widely in the aviation industry.
The ARINC 429 specification which defines the industry standard for
communication between avionics systems is published by the Aeronautical Radio
INC (ARINC). The specification gives both hardware and software requirements
that must be followed in order to utilize ARINC 429 communication. If these
standards are not followed, reliable ARINC 429 communications between avionic
units may not be achieved. Data on an ARINC 429 bus can be transmitted and
received at either low speed (12 to 14.5 Kbps) or high speed (100 Kbps) [11]. The
research conducted for this thesis utilizes the low speed ARINC 429 data
communication protocols. As part of the SVO scheme software, a standard 32-bit
encoded message is transmitted to the GAD 29B installed on the Piper Warrior.
This 32-bit word consists of five different categories which have specific protocols.
The ARINC commands formulated in the control logic software must conform to
the data standard to properly communicate with the Garmin autopilot system. The
first eight bits of the 32-bit ARINC word is the label. The label is expressed in octal
format, and a standard set of labels is used to identify the type of data that is being
transmitted. The ARINC 429 label for selected vertical speed is 104; this means
that regardless of the system that is transmitting or receiving the data, the data that
is within that ARINC word will always be interpreted for selected vertical speed.
Bits 9 and 10 are reserved for the source destination identifier (SDI). These
optional bits are used when an ARINC word needs to be directed towards a specific
system of a multi-system avionic suite. The data field contained in bits 11 through
28 follow the SDI category. Depending on the data that is being transmitted, the
number of bits used to represent the data varies. When bits are not being used to
transmit data, these places are assigned a value of a padded zero. Each label has a
scale factor associated with it. For example, the scale factor for the selected
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heading label (101) is 180° and the scale factor for selected vertical speed (104) is
16,384 feet per minute. These scale factors determine how the data is represented in
binary. The most significant bit of the data field represents one half of the scale
factor chosen for each label. The next category of data is the 3-bit sign status matrix
(SSM) in bits 29,30, and 31. Bit-29 can signal if the data is positive or negative as
well as the direction of the data. Bit-30 and bit-31 of the ARINC word transmits the
current functional status of the equipment [11].

Table 2: Bit-29 SSM Definitions

Bit Number 29

Definition

1

Positive, North, East, Right, To, Above

0

Negative, South, West, Left, From, Below

Bit-32 of the ARINC 429 word is reserved for parity. Since ARINC 429 is a
unidirectional data bus, meaning that data is only transmitted in one direction on a
data bus line, parity is a key element of error checking. This is due to the fact that
no acknowledge or acceptance message can be sent back to the transmitter. ARINC
429 usually follows an odd parity [11]. This means that if the total number of bits
assigned a value of 1 is odd in the previous four sections, bit-32 will be 0 in order
to keep the value of bits assign to 1 at an odd number. If the number of bits
assigned a value of 1 is even in the previous four sections, bit-32 will be assigned a
value of 1 in order to make the value of bits assigned to 1 an odd number. Figure 15
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shows examples of 32-bit ARINC 429 words. Each category of data is marked to
better understand how each part is concatenated to form the ARINC word.

Figure 15: ARINC 429 Example Chart [11]

Another important label in ARINC 429 is label 377. This label is the Equipment ID
label, which sends a hexadecimal equipment identification code that is necessary
for line replaceable units to distinguish the source of the ARINC data and identify
what data is represented in the 32-bit ARINC word [11]. For example, the label for
selected heading (101) can also represent different data such as DC current levels
and center of gravity target. Figure 16 shows the different hexadecimal equipment
identification codes which are in the column directly to the right of the label (101).

Figure 16: Hexadecimal Equipment Identification Codes [11]

If label 377 is transmitted with the proper equipment identifier code encoded in the
word, the receiving unit recognizes that label 101 represents selected heading and
knows how to interpret the data being received.
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The ARINC 429 specification also calls out hardware requirements that must be
followed in order to ensure proper communication between data transmitters and
receivers. Transmitters and receivers of ARINC 429 should be connected by a
single pair of shielded twisted wires. Both ends of the shield of the twisted pair
should be grounded to aircraft ground [11]. The grounding of the shields prevents
electromagnetic interference from producing noise on the wire that could distort the
electrical signals altering the data that is being transmitted. ARINC 429 uses a
balanced differential signal to transmit three modulation states of HI, NULL, and
LOW. The differential signal is measured across the two wires of the twisted pair
[12].

Table 3: Differential Signals for ARINC 429

Line

Reference

LO

NULL

HI

A

B

- 10 ± 1.0 V

0 ± 0.5 V

+ 10 ± 1.0 V

A

Ground

- 5 ± 0.5 V

0 ± 0.25 V

+ 5 ± 0.5 V

B

Ground

- 5 ± 0.5 V

0 ± 0.25 V

+5 ± 0.5 V

ARINC 429 data is self-clocking as the transmitted data is in a bipolar return-tozero format. The voltage differential returns to zero before the start of the
transmission for the sequential bit of data. Four NULL signals are sent after each
word before the start of the next word’s transmission. There is no need for separate
clocking data to be sent in ARINC 429 [13]. Figure 17 shows the time-sequential
transmission of data across the shielded twisted pair wire for the ARINC 429
signal.
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Figure 17: Time Sequence of ARINC 429 Data Signals [12]

SVO Scheme
This thesis takes the SVO scheme and control logic that was developed by Stephen
Sullivan in his thesis, “Use of Garmin Autopilot Envelope Protection System for
Simplified Vehicle Operations in General Aviation,” and furthers the research by
integrating it into Florida Tech’s experimental Piper Warrior. The SVO scheme
developed by Sullivan was a pilot-on-the-loop control scheme which means that
there is always control logic software that provides built-in safety of flight
protection to the aircraft. Figure 18 illustrates the pilot-on-the-loop control scheme
which is different than a strict fly-by-wire system which drives control surface
movement through electrical signals rather than hydraulics or mechanical linkages.
Pilot-on-the-loop control schemes provide additional control logic between the
pilot and control surface deflections to prevent departing the safe operating limits
of the aircraft [13].
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Figure 18: Pilot-on-the-loop Control Scheme [13]

When a pilot inputs a flight change command, the control logic software and flight
control system prevent the pilot from directing the aircraft into an unsafe flight
regime, ensuring that the aircraft is always within a safe envelope.
In order to maintain the feeling and familiarity of control sticks in the cockpit, a
flight-simulator joystick was used as the interface between the pilot and the aircraft.
SVO schemes should maintain the intuitiveness for pilots who fly conventional
aircraft. For example, the left and right motion of the control stick should turn the
aircraft left and right and pushing and pulling the stick forward and backwards
should control the pitch of the aircraft. The THRUSTMASTER T-Flight HOTAS X
Flight Stick, shown in Figure 19, was chosen as the command input interface for
the pilot operating the aircraft.
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Figure 19: THRUSTMASTER T-Flight HOTAS X Flight Stick [14]

This flight-simulator joystick was chosen in order to show that the control logic
implemented in this SVO scheme was agnostic to the type of the controller used, as
Sullivan used a different type of video game joystick [13]. Therefore, future
research could include work that involves human factors to determine which type
of controller is best for the future pilots that will be operating aircraft that
incorporate SVO. Some future pilots may be more familiar with control interface
that look more like video game controllers rather than conventional rudder pedals
and yokes, especially when SVO schemes will include automation and Advanced
Flight Control Systems. While the THRUSTMASTER T-Flight HOTAS Flight
Stick incorporated many programmable buttons, the focus for this thesis was to
continue Sullivan’s work on controlling an aircraft with the two-dimensional
movement of the control joystick.
The control logic input for this SVO scheme replicates that of a conventionally
controlled aircraft, so the pilot can command the Garmin autopilot through the
joystick. In order to turn the aircraft either left or right, the pilot inputs a heading
change command by deflecting the control joystick either to the left or to the right.
This command for change is sent from the control joystick to a Raspberry Pi which
is connected via USB. A Raspberry Pi computer was used to run the software
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needed to implement the control logic for the SVO scheme. The Raspberry Pi is a
small, single board computer that allows for efficient development of software
control logic. The software that is used for reading, formatting, and sending
commands to the Garmin autopilot was written in Python. Python was chosen as
the language to implement the control logic because of the open-source libraries
that make implementing the control logic scheme faster and more efficient. The
control logic software interprets the joystick deflection commanded by the pilot in
order to achieve the desired change. When the stick is deflected towards the left,
the software interprets that as a negative heading change command, and when the
stick is deflected towards the right, the software interprets that as a positive heading
change command. The heading change command is scaled by the amount of
joystick deflection that the pilot makes. The maximum heading change command
of full right or left deflection is 25° or -25° respectively, resulting is a standard rate
turn of 3° per second [13]. This heading command is then added to the current
heading of the data. This SVO scheme results in a constant heading offset rather
than a heading error input. The heading offset will constantly be applied for as long
as the pilot is commanding a joystick deflection. This is different than a heading
error input which tells the autopilot that the aircraft is off course and inputs a
correction, causing a heading change.
The control logic software reads in the current flight data of the aircraft which is
being outputted by the Garmin G5 over RS232 serial communication. An RS232
serial communication to USB adapter is used in order for the Raspberry Pi to read
this data via USB. When a positive heading change is added to the current heading
of the aircraft, a right turn occurs because the resultant heading is greater than the
current heading. When a negative heading change is added to the current heading of
the aircraft, a left turn occurs because the resultant heading is less than the current
heading. The resultant heading becomes the selected heading for the aircraft [13].
The selected heading is label 101 in the ARINC 429 specification. The control
logic software then builds an ARINC 429 word that is sent to the RTX Serial Port
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Adapter over RS232 serial communication. The RTX Serial Port Adapter receives
the selected heading in serial data format. The RTX Serial Port Adapter then takes
that command and converts it into ARINC 429. This ARINC 429 data is then
transmitted to the GAD 29 which then communicates this command to the GSA 28
smart servo motors of the G5 autopilot over CAN bus. The GSA servo motors then
make the appropriate movements of the flight control cables that result in the
desired selected heading.
The control logic that is used to create the selected heading commands was
developed and verified by Stephen Sullivan in his thesis. The control logic software
creates the 32-bit ARINC words that are sent to the GAD29 to command the
Garmin autopilot. The ARINC 429 label of 101 that commands selected heading
remains constant along with the SDI part of the 32-bit ARINC word which was
assigned a value of two zeroes. Therefore, these two sections were prewritten in
order to lessen the computational demands of the control logic software. A control
logic algorithm was written to compute the data, SSM, and parity values of the 32bit ARINC word. The first check of the control logic software is to determine if the
value of the selected heading is between 0° and 360°. If a selected heading was less
than 0°, 360° was added to the value. If a selected heading was more than 360°,
360° was subtracted from the value. This action was performed in order to have the
selected heading in the range of valid data from 0° to 360° on a compass. After this
check, the SSM values were assigned based on the value of the selected heading. If
the selected heading was between the value of 0° and 179°, bit 29 was assigned a
value of 0 and bit 30 and 31 were assigned a value of 1, and the value of the desired
heading would be encoded as is. Figure 20 illustrates how a selected heading
command of 150° is formed. The padded zero bits are not shown in the data field.
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Figure 20: Formatting Logic of Selecting Heading Command: 150° [13]

If the value of the selected heading was between 180° and 359°, another
mathematical operation was performed to format the selected heading properly
using two’s compliment encoding representation. Two’s complement is a common
way to represent signed integers in binary format. The selected heading was
subtracted from 360°, then the resultant difference was subtracted from 180°. This
resultant difference was the number that was encoded for selected heading.
Equations 1 and 2 demonstrate how a selected heading command of 275° is
transformed into an encoded number [13].
360° − 275° = 85°

(1)

180° − 85° = 95°

(2)

Then, the SSM values of bit 29, 30, and 31 were all assigned the value of 1.
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Figure 21: Formatting Logic of Selecting Heading Command: 275° [13]

The final step of formatting the 32-bit ARINC word is the parity check. While the
other 31 bits were being properly assigned a value, a counter was used to total the
number of bits assigned a value of 1. The modulus operator was used to determine
if the total number of bits assigned a value of 1 was odd or even. Following ARINC
429 convention, if the total number of 1’s was odd in bits 1-31, bit 32 was assigned
a value of 0; if the total number of 1’s was even in bits 1-31, bit 32 was assigned a
value of 1.
The control logic for this SVO scheme continues to replicate the intuitiveness of
conventionally controlled aircraft. In order to command a climb, the pilot pulls
back on the control joystick. This action sends a positive vertical speed command
in feet per minute to the Garmin autopilot through the Raspberry Pi. In order to
command a descent, the pilot pushes forward on the control joystick. This action
sends a negative vertical speed command in feet per minute to the Garmin autopilot
through the Raspberry Pi. This control method is very similar to conventionally
controlled aircraft. The command options for vertical speed are limited compared to
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the options for commanding heading. Therefore, in order to reduce computational
requirements of the control logic software running on the Raspberry Pi, a series of
logic statements were written to choose preformulate vertical speed commands
which are sent to the autopilot [13]. When the Raspberry Pi reads a vertical speed
command from the joystick, the command is passed through a series of if and elseif logic statements. When the command matches the criteria for one of the
conditions in the logic statement, the preformulated 32-bit ARINC word is sent to
the Garmin autopilot. The scaling for the vertical speed commands is currently -400
feet per minute for full forward deflection and +400 feet per minute for full aft
deflection [13]. This scaling can be easily tailored to demonstrate a larger vertical
speed difference.

RTX Serial Port Adapter 429
The RTX Serial Port Adapter 429 (SPA) is a small piece of hardware that converts
RS232 serial communication data to ARINC 429 data. The RTX SPA is necessary
for transmitting the ARINC commands formulated in the control logic software to
the Garmin autopilot. The RTX SPA can be powered directly from the RS232
voltages that are being received by the device [15]. The Raspberry Pi has the ability
to output serial data through its four USB ports. A USB to RS232 converter is
needed in order to properly interface with the RTX SPA. The standard voltage level
for USBs is 5.0 V [16], and the standard voltage level for RS232 communication is
±12 V [17]. Since the RTX SPA 429 is not powered by batteries, a RS232
converter with built-in voltage level modification must be used in order to
sufficiently power the RTX SPA without the need to connect to an external power
source. Figure 22 and Table 4 shows the pinout of the DB15 through which the
RTX SPA transmits and receives ARINC 429 data.
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Figure 22: ARINC 429 DB15 Pinout of RTXSPA
Table 4: RTX SPA 429 Pinout

Pin Number

Function

1

RX 0 +

2

RX 0 -

3

RX 1+

4

RX 1-

5

TX 0 +

6

TX 0 -

7

TX 1 +

8

TX 1 -

9

Reserved

10

Reserved

11

Reserved

12

Reserved

13

Reserved

14

Reserved

15

Reserved

Because the RTX SPA can be sensitive to static discharge, the ground on both ends
of the device, the Raspberry Pi and the Garmin autopilot, need to be at the same
potential energy. Since the Garmin autopilot is powered by the onboard electrical
equipment of the Piper Warrior, the ground for the autopilot is the metal frame of
the plane itself. The Raspberry Pi is being run off a portable battery pack. In order
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to ensure that the equipment attached to both ends of the RTX SPA are kept at the
same potential energy to prevent an electrical differential from equalizing through
the SPA, a ground wire was attached to the ground pin of the Raspberry Pi and
connected to the metal frame of the aircraft. The wire was secured to the aircraft by
an alligator clip. This configuration allowed any electric potential differential an
alternate path to equalize rather than through the SPA which could lead to damage
of the device.
The RS232 software commands sent to the SPA need to be specifically formatted
in order for the device to read and accept the commands. The standard ARINC 429
word is four bytes or 32 bits of data. Five bytes or 40 bits of data must be sent to
the SPA in order for the device to properly function. These eight extra bits of data
are for control. The least significant bit of each of the first four bytes of data in the
RS232 command is assigned a value of 0. The least significant bit value of the fifth
byte is assigned a value of 1. The next three bits of the fifth byte of data are
assigned values based on the channel number [15]. These bits of data are in
addition to the other bits dedicated to the ARINC 429 command and their values do
not affect the bits in the ARINC data. After the control logic software formulated
the standard 32-bit ARINC word, the eight additional bits of data were added to the
ARINC word to form the 5-byte command. Additional commands were sent at the
start of the control software routine in order to properly set up the SPA to
communicate with the Garmin autopilot; these commands include changing the
ARINC speed to low as well as changing the baud rate of the SPA. Additional
information on properly formatting the RTX SPA serial commands can be found in
Appendix B.

Wiring Harness
Because the pinout of the DB15 on the SPA did not match the pinout of the DB15
installed on the Piper Warrior, a custom wiring harness was made in order to
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properly transmit commands to the Garmin autopilot. Because the wire transmitted
ARINC 429 data, certain requirements had to be met in order to allow for proper
communication. Following recommendations from Garmin, a 22-gauge shielded
twisted pair wire that conformed to MIL-C-27500 standards was used [9]. Both
ends of the shield need to be grounded to prevent electromagnetic interference.
However, the shield could not be grounded on the end that connected to the SPA.
Because of this, a wire was connected to the shielding at the end of the wiring
harness that connected to the SPA. This additional wire was then tied back into the
ground wire that connected to the shield at the end of the wiring harness that
connected to the aircraft in a daisy-chained configuration. Then, the ground wire
was routed to pin position 3 on the DB15 in the Piper Warrior in order to properly
ground the shield to prevent any interference. The connector attached to the SPA on
the ARINC 429 side is a standard male DB15 connector; therefore, a standard
female DB15 connector was used for the wiring harness. The connector used in the
Piper Warrior was a standard female DB15 connector; therefore, a standard male
DB15 connector was used for the wiring harness. Figure 23 illustrates the wiring
diagram that was designed and fabricated to communicate the ARINC 429 to the
Garmin autopilot.

Figure 23: Wiring Diagram
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Pin position 1 on the aircraft side of the harness was connected to socket position 5
on the SPA side, and pin position 2 on the aircraft side was connected to socket
position 6 on the SPA side.
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Chapter 3
Integration and Testing
Software Integration
Before any integration with the aircraft could occur, the software had to reach a
level of maturity in order to ensure that it would run without error once integrated
into the aircraft. The first step of software validation was to read in the commands
coming from the control joystick. This verification of software for the joystick was
achieved by inputting a command into the joystick and printing it out in order to
determine if the software was interpreting the joystick deflection correctly. Four
positions, maximum deflection to the left, right, forward, and aft, were verified to
ensure that the left and right deflection of the joystick would command heading and
the forward and aft deflection would command vertical speed. Dynamic movement
of the joystick was also verified to ensure that the software could handle
interpreting heading and vertical speed commands at the same time. This portion of
the testing showed no problems, so the testing transitioned to the next step of
outputting RS232 commands to the USB to RS232 converter for the RTX SPA.
While the control logic software relies on current flight data in order to form
heading commands, sample data were inputted into the control scheme in order to
verify that the proper message was being sent. Sample data at the boundaries of
logic conditions was chosen in order to verify that the software was formatting the
commands properly. For example, a sample heading of 350° was inputted in order
to verify that the software could properly handle a positive heading change of 25°
which would result in a selected heading of 15°. The vertical speed commands
were also verified to ensure that the proper RS232 command message was being
formatted. These commands were in the five-byte format needed by the RTX SPA.
Verification was performed by printing out the command communication and
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confirming that the proper command was formed. After the verification of the
joystick as well as the RS232 commands sent to the RTX SPA, integration and
testing transitioned to the aircraft.

Aircraft Ground Integration
Initial integration testing was performed on the ground before flight testing. The
final configuration for this SVO scheme was the following: the THRUSTMASTER
T-Flight HOTAS X Flight Stick connected to a Raspberry Pi via USB, a USB to
RS232 adapter connected to the SPA set into the autopilot, and a RS232 to USB to
transmit current flight data. Three ARINC labels transmitted to the Garmin
autopilot were 101 for selected heading, 104 for selected vertical speed, and 377 for
equipment identification code with hexadecimal code 02. This hexadecimal code
represents data from a flight management computer [11]. Figure 24 shows the final
configuration of the SVO scheme integrated into the Piper Warrior.

Figure 24: Final SVO Configuration
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During initial aircraft ground integration, flight data were successfully able to be
read off the Garmin G5 through RS232 communication. The next step in
integration after verifying data transmission from the Garmin G5 was to send
ARINC 429 commands to the autopilot on the Piper Warrior. The verification of
the autopilot commands would be to drive the autopilot while stationary on the
ground. This action was attempted but could not be accomplished. There was an
outstanding service bulletin for the GSA 28 smart servo motors that needed to be
completed in order for the motors to be operational. The issue that needed to be
corrected with the service bulletin prevented the autopilot from engaging. This
meant that the GSA28 servo motors could not drive the mechanical linkages of the
control surfaces in the Piper Warrior. Even though moving the control surfaces of
the aircraft could not be accomplished, integration and testing pressed forward. An
initial roadblock encountered during integration testing was the need to power the
avionics of the Warrior for an extended amount of time. In order to not drain the
battery of its power, the avionics could only be powered on in short increments of
time. However, this problem was remedied when an external aircraft power supply
was acquired which allow the avionics to be continuously powered without the
worry of depleting the battery. Figure 25 shows the power supply connected to the
Warrior which allowed for the avionics to be continuously ran without battery
power.
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Figure 25: External Power Supply Powering Piper Warrior

Flight Testing
Even though the autopilot would not engage, a flight test was still preformed. The
goal of the flight test was to drive the heading bug while the autopilot was in
heading mode. Even though the autopilot could not engage the GSA28 servo
motors to control the flight surfaces, the goal of the test flight was to drive the
heading bug on the Garmin G5 display while the autopilot was in heading mode
through the selected heading ARINC 429 commands. During the test flight, many
valuable lessons were learned. The ARINC commands that the control logic
software was sending to the Garmin autopilot could not drive the heading bug. This
outcome meant the GAD29B was not accepting the ARINC 429 commands as
valid, therefore, not executing the commands of the control logic software. This is
probably because the GAD29 must receive the ARINC 429 with specialized header
labels and format in order to interpret the data as valid. According to Garmin, the
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GAD29B can receive GPS and VOR/ILS ARINC labels from a GNS/GTN or GNS
480 unit [9].
Another issue that arose during the test flight was the control logic software of the
Raspberry Pi continually crashed which most likely came about from a shielding
issue that is related to the USBs on the Raspberry Pi. Flight testing is a dynamic
situation where several environmental factors must be considered. Vibrations from
the flight could cause inadvertent contact with wires or metal surfaces that could
cause the serial communication through the USBs to crash, which would ultimately
crash the software executing on the Raspberry Pi. Another environmental factor
that must be considered is that the aircraft is noisy in terms of electromagnetic
inference. Noise from the communication radios on the aircraft might be interfering
with the serial communication signals and inhibiting the proper voltage signals
from being placed on the wires. In order to prevent these issues, future work should
include a method of placing the Raspberry Pi in a case in order to protect it from
environmental factors while flying. Improved shielding of the wires and dampening
of vibrations around the Raspberry Pi could inhibit the distortion of the serial
communication preventing the control logic software routine from crashing.

GNS 430 Integration Testing
Since the GAD29B did not accept the ARINC commands that the SVO
scheme was sending, further integration testing was required. A Garmin GNS 430
that had been removed from another Florida Tech Flight Test Engineering
Department aircraft was acquired. The goal of this integration testing effort was to
read the ARINC 429 data coming from the GNS 430(W). A benchtop power supply
was used to power the GNS430. Figure 25
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RTX SPA

Raspberry Pi

Figure 26: Benchtop Power Supply with Garmin GNS 430(W)

AWG 20 wires were used to connect directly into the power and ground pins
located on the back of the GNS 430(W). The unit has the ability to be placed in
Demo Mode which allows the GNS 430(W) to simulate the reception of GPS
satellite signals [18]. While in Demo Mode, users can input different navigational
commands such as flight paths or approaches to the unit and the GNS430(W)
simulates flying these commands. The GNS 430(W) enters Demo Mode when a
low on the Demo Mode select pin is placed during start up. Similar to the
configuration integrated into the aircraft, the Raspberry Pi and RTX SPA were used
to read the data coming from the GNS 430(W). A simple python code was written
to interpret and log the data from the unit. Because of the precision GPS steering
provides to modern autopilots, the GPS ARINC 429 labels were first attempted to
be read while in Demo Mode. After several unsuccessful attempts to read the GPS
ARINC labels from the GNS 430(W), the integration testing focused on the
VOR/ILS ARINC labels that the unit transmitted. This VOR/ILS Label data were
able to be read from the unit. It was determined that the GPS labels are not
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produced while the GNS 430(W) is in Demo Mode. Therefore, the next step was to
acquire a GPS antenna that was compatible with the unit. After attaching the
antenna to the GNS 430(W) through a coaxial cable, the receiver was placed
outside of the hangar where the testing was being conducted. This was due to the
fact that GPS signal could not penetrate the roof of the hangar, and the antenna
needed clear path to the GPS satellites above. Once the unit acquired GPS signal,
the GNS 430 (W) outputted data from the GPS ARINC 429 pins. This GPS ARINC
429 data were then logged in order to be analyzed to understand the proper format
that the GAD29B recognizes.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Work
Conclusion
The research explored SVO schemes for the use in eVTOLs, and advanced the
work started by Stephen Sullivan in his research. Taking the SVO scheme
developed by Sullivan, the pilot control inputs were successfully interpreted by the
Raspberry Pi and the current flight data were successfully received by the
Raspberry Pi. However, the transmitted commands by the Raspberry Pi were not
successfully recognized by the Garmin autopilot. Without these commands being
recognized, the SVO scheme could not be tested on the aircraft, as the autopilot
could not carry out the ARINC commands the Raspberry Pi was transmitting.
Future Work
Future work includes parsing through the data that is outputted by the GNS 430(W)
in order to understand which ARINC labels are being transmitted. Once the data
labels and ARINC words are understood, the specific format that is recognizable by
the GAD29B and the Garmin autopilot system installed on the aircraft can be
reproduced by the SVO scheme software. The SVO scheme will then be able to
manipulate the recognizable format of the ARINC 429 data in order to control the
aircraft.
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Appendix A
Python Code
SVO Scheme
import pygame #imports all availabe pygame modules
import serial # imports serial modules
import binascii
pygame.init()
done = True
pygame.joystick.init()
#Chaning Baud Rate of RTX SPA
br_cmd_string = '10000101'
br_cmd_string = hex(int(br_cmd_string,2))
br_cmd = bytearray.fromhex(br_cmd_string[2:])
ser1 = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB_RTXSPA', 9600)
ser1.write(br_cmd)
ser1.write(br_cmd)
#Tx Control of RTX SPA
tx_ctrl_string = '10000001'
tx_ctrl_string = hex(int(tx_ctrl_string,2))
tx_ctrl = bytearray.fromhex(tx_ctrl_string[2:])
ser1 = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB_RTXSPA', 115200)
ser1.write(tx_ctrl)
ser1.write(tx_ctrl)
E_bit = '0'
D_bit = '0'
C_bit = '0'
B_bit = '0'
A_bit = '1'
X_bit = '0'
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Y_bit = '0'
Z_bit = '1'
#Equipment ID Label (377)
bit_id1 = '1'
bit_id2 = '1'
bit_id3 = '1'
bit_id4 = '1'
bit_id5 = '1'
bit_id6 = '1'
bit_id7 = '1'
bit_id8 = '1'
#SDI EQ ID
bit_id9 = '0'
bit_id10 = '0'
#Data Field EQ ID
bit_id11 = '0'
bit_id12 = '1'
bit_id13 = '0'
bit_id14 = '0'
bit_id15 = '0'
bit_id16 = '0'
bit_id17 = '0'
bit_id18 = '0'
bit_id19 = '0'
bit_id20 = '0'
bit_id21 = '0'
bit_id22 = '0'
bit_id23 = '0'
bit_id24 = '0'
bit_id25 = '0'
bit_id26 = '0'
bit_id27 = '0'
bit_id28 = '0'
bit_id29 = '0'
bit_id30 = '0'
bit_id31 = '0'
bit_id32 = '0'
ID_Byte_A = bit_id32+bit_id31+bit_id30+bit_id29+X_bit+Y_bit+Z_bit+A_bit
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ID_Byte_B =
bit_id28+bit_id27+bit_id26+bit_id25+bit_id24+bit_id23+bit_id22+B_bit
ID_Byte_C =
bit_id21+bit_id20+bit_id19+bit_id18+bit_id17+bit_id16+bit_id15+C_bit
ID_Byte_D =
bit_id14+bit_id13+bit_id12+bit_id11+bit_id10+bit_id9+bit_id8+D_bit
ID_Byte_E = bit_id7+bit_id6+bit_id5+bit_id4+bit_id3+bit_id2+bit_id1+E_bit
ID_EQ_String = ID_Byte_A+ID_Byte_B+ID_Byte_C+ID_Byte_D+ID_Byte_E
ID_EQ_String = hex(int(ID_EQ_String,2))
ID_EQ_String = (ID_EQ_String[2:]).zfill(10)
ID_EQ = bytearray.fromhex(ID_EQ_String)
fh = open('FlightTestFile_b.txt','a')
while done:
ser2 = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB_G5', 38400)
G5_data = str(ser2.readline())
if G5_data[2] == '=':
data = G5_data[2:len(G5_data)-3]
UTCHour = data[3:5]
UTCMin = data[5:7]
UTCSec = data[7:9]
UTCSecFrac = data[9:11]
pitch = int(str(data[11:15]))/10
roll = int(str(data[15:20]))/10
turn_rate = int(str(data[33:37]))/10
heading_current = int(str(data[20:23]))
heading_current = round(heading_current)
vertical_speed = int(str(data[45:49]))
joystick_count = pygame.joystick.get_count()
pygame.event.get()
for i in range(joystick_count):
joystick = pygame.joystick.Joystick(i)
joystick.init()
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axes = joystick.get_numaxes()
head = joystick.get_axis(0)
vs = joystick.get_axis(1)
#Selected Heading Section
heading_change_command = 25 * head
heading_change_command = round(heading_change_command)
heading_new = heading_current + heading_change_command
if heading_new < 0:
heading_new = heading_new + 360
if heading_new > 359:
heading_new = heading_new - 360
heading_new_raw = heading_new
if heading_new > 180:
heading_new = 180 - (360 - heading_new)
bit_sh29 = '1' #SSM:|111|
bit_sh30 = '1'
bit_sh31 = '1'
sh_SSM_count = 3 #number of 1's in Sign Status Matrix
elif heading_new < 180:
bit_sh29 = '0' #SSM: |110|
bit_sh30 = '1'
bit_sh31 = '1'
sh_SSM_count = 2 #number of 1's in Sign Status Matrix

#Selected Heading Label From ARINC Manual (101)
bit_sh1 = '1'
bit_sh2 = '0'
bit_sh3 = '0'
bit_sh4 = '0'
bit_sh5 = '0'
bit_sh6 = '0'
bit_sh7 = '1'
bit_sh8 = '0'
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sh_label_count = 2
#SDI From ARINC Manual
bit_sh9 = '0'
bit_sh10 = '0'
sh_SDI_count = 0
#Data Field bit_shs Not In Use
bit_sh11 = '0'
bit_sh12 = '0'
bit_sh13 = '0'
bit_sh14 = '0'
bit_sh15 = '0'
bit_sh16 = '0'
#Data Field bit_shs in Use
bit_sh28 = '0'
bit_sh27 = '0'
bit_sh26 = '0'
bit_sh25 = '0'
bit_sh24 = '0'
bit_sh23 = '0'
bit_sh22 = '0'
bit_sh21 = '0'
bit_sh20 = '0'
bit_sh19 = '0'
bit_sh18 = '0'
bit_sh17 = '0'
sh_datafield_count = 0
#bit_sh Values Based on Values Defined by ARINC Manual
b28 = 90
b27 = 45
b26 = 22.5
b25 = (180/16)
b24 = (180/32)
b23 = (180/64)
b22 = (180/128)
b21 = (180/256)
b20 = (180/512)
b19 = (180/1024)
b18 = (180/2048)
b17 = (180/4096)
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if heading_new >= b28:
bit_sh28 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b28 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27):
bit_sh27 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b27 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26):
bit_sh26 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b26 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25):
bit_sh25 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b25 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24):
bit_sh24 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b24 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23):
bit_sh23 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b23 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22):
bit_sh22 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b22 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22+b21):
bit_sh21 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b21 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22+b21+b20):
bit_sh20 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
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else:
b20 = 0
if heading_new >= (b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22+b21+b20+b19):
bit_sh19 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b19 = 0
if heading_new >=
(b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22+b21+b20+b19+b18):
bit_sh18 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b18 = 0
if heading_new >=
(b28+b27+b26+b25+b24+b23+b22+b21+b20+b19+b18+b17):
bit_sh17 = '1'
sh_datafield_count = sh_datafield_count + 1
else:
b17=0
if heading_new != 180:
head_command_string =
bit_sh31+bit_sh30+bit_sh29+bit_sh28+bit_sh27+bit_sh26+bit_sh25+bit_sh24+bit
_sh23+bit_sh22+bit_sh21+bit_sh20+bit_sh19+bit_sh18+bit_sh17+bit_sh16+bit_sh
15+bit_sh14+bit_sh13+bit_sh12+bit_sh11+bit_sh10+bit_sh9+bit_sh8+bit_sh7+bit
_sh6+bit_sh5+bit_sh4+bit_sh3+bit_sh2+bit_sh1
#If Selected Heading Is Equal to 180
if heading_new == 180:
bit_sh29 = '1' # SSM: |111|
bit_sh30 = '1'
bit_sh31 = '1'
SSM_count = 2
bit_sh28 = '0' # Datafield all zeros
bit_sh27 = '0'
bit_sh26 = '0'
bit_sh25 = '0'
bit_sh24 = '0'
bit_sh23 = '0'
bit_sh22 = '0'
bit_sh21 = '0'
bit_sh20 = '0'
bit_sh19 = '0'
bit_sh18 = '0'
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bit_sh17 = '0'
sh_datafield_count = 0
P_count = sh_label_count + sh_SSM_count + sh_SDI_count +
sh_datafield_count
if(P_count%2) == 0:
bit_sh32 = '1'
else:
bit_sh32 = '0'
SH_Byte_A =
bit_sh32+bit_sh31+bit_sh30+bit_sh29+X_bit+Y_bit+Z_bit+A_bit
SH_Byte_B =
bit_sh28+bit_sh27+bit_sh26+bit_sh25+bit_sh24+bit_sh23+bit_sh22+B_bit
SH_Byte_C =
bit_sh21+bit_sh20+bit_sh19+bit_sh18+bit_sh17+bit_sh16+bit_sh15+C_bit
SH_Byte_D =
bit_sh14+bit_sh13+bit_sh12+bit_sh11+bit_sh10+bit_sh9+bit_sh8+D_bit
SH_Byte_E =
bit_sh7+bit_sh6+bit_sh5+bit_sh4+bit_sh3+bit_sh2+bit_sh1+E_bit
Selected_Heading_Command_String =
SH_Byte_A+SH_Byte_B+SH_Byte_C+SH_Byte_D+SH_Byte_E
Selected_Heading_Command_String =
hex(int(Selected_Heading_Command_String,2))
Selected_Heading_Command_String =
(Selected_Heading_Command_String[2:]).zfill(10)
Selected_Heading_Command =
bytearray.fromhex(Selected_Heading_Command_String)
#Selected Vertical Speed Section
#Selected Vertical Speed Label (104)
bit_vs1 = '0'
bit_vs2 = '0'
bit_vs3 = '1'
bit_vs4 = '0'
bit_vs5 = '0'
bit_vs6 = '0'
bit_vs7 = '1'
bit_vs8 = '0'
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#SDI
bit_vs9 = '0'
bit_vs10 = '0'
#Data Label: bits 11-18
bit_vs11 = '0'
bit_vs12 = '0'
bit_vs13 = '0'
bit_vs14 = '0'
bit_vs15 = '0'
bit_vs16 = '0'
bit_vs17 = '0'
bit_vs18 = '0'
if vs == 0:
vs_command = 0
bit_vs19 = '0'
bit_vs20 = '0'
bit_vs21 = '0'
bit_vs22 = '0'
bit_vs23 = '0'
bit_vs24 = '0'
bit_vs25 = '0'
bit_vs26 = '0'
bit_vs27 = '0'
bit_vs28 = '0'
bit_vs29 = '0'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '1'
if vs != 0:
if vs<0:
if vs >= -.25:
vs_command = -100
bit_vs19 = '0'
bit_vs20 = '1'
bit_vs21 = '0'
bit_vs22 = '1'
bit_vs23 = '1'
bit_vs24 = '1'
bit_vs25 = '1'
bit_vs26 = '1'
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bit_vs27 = '1'
bit_vs28 = '1'
bit_vs29 = '1'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if -.5 <= vs < -.25:
vs_command = -200
bit_vs19 = '1'
bit_vs20 = '1'
bit_vs21 = '0'
bit_vs22 = '0'
bit_vs23 = '1'
bit_vs24 = '1'
bit_vs25 = '1'
bit_vs26 = '1'
bit_vs27 = '1'
bit_vs28 = '1'
bit_vs29 = '1'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if -.75 <= vs < -.5:
vs_command = -300
bit_vs19 = '1'
bit_vs20 = '0'
bit_vs21 = '1'
bit_vs22 = '1'
bit_vs23 = '0'
bit_vs24 = '1'
bit_vs25 = '1'
bit_vs26 = '1'
bit_vs27 = '1'
bit_vs28 = '1'
bit_vs29 = '1'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if -1 <= vs < -.75:
vs_command = -400
bit_vs19 = '1'
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bit_vs20 = '1'
bit_vs21 = '1'
bit_vs22 = '0'
bit_vs23 = '0'
bit_vs24 = '1'
bit_vs25 = '1'
bit_vs26 = '1'
bit_vs27 = '1'
bit_vs28 = '1'
bit_vs29 = '1'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if vs > 0:
if vs <= 0.25:
vs_command = 100
bit_vs19 = '0'
bit_vs20 = '1'
bit_vs21 = '1'
bit_vs22 = '0'
bit_vs23 = '0'
bit_vs24 = '0'
bit_vs25 = '0'
bit_vs26 = '0'
bit_vs27 = '0'
bit_vs28 = '0'
bit_vs29 = '0'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '1'
if 0.5 >= vs > 0.25:
vs_command = 200
bit_vs19 = '1'
bit_vs20 = '0'
bit_vs21 = '1'
bit_vs22 = '1'
bit_vs23 = '0'
bit_vs24 = '0'
bit_vs25 = '0'
bit_vs26 = '0'
bit_vs27 = '0'
bit_vs28 = '0'
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bit_vs29 = '0'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if 0.75 >= vs > 0.5:
vs_command = 300
bit_vs19 = '1'
bit_vs20 = '1'
bit_vs21 = '0'
bit_vs22 = '0'
bit_vs23 = '1'
bit_vs24 = '0'
bit_vs25 = '0'
bit_vs26 = '0'
bit_vs27 = '0'
bit_vs28 = '0'
bit_vs29 = '0'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
if 1 >= vs > 0.75:
vs_command = 400
bit_vs19 = '1'
bit_vs20 = '0'
bit_vs21 = '0'
bit_vs22 = '1'
bit_vs23 = '1'
bit_vs24 = '0'
bit_vs25 = '0'
bit_vs26 = '0'
bit_vs27 = '0'
bit_vs28 = '0'
bit_vs29 = '0'
bit_vs30 = '1'
bit_vs31 = '1'
bit_vs32 = '0'
SVS_Byte_A =
bit_vs32+bit_vs31+bit_vs30+bit_vs29+X_bit+Y_bit+Z_bit+A_bit
SVS_Byte_B =
bit_vs28+bit_vs27+bit_vs26+bit_vs25+bit_vs24+bit_vs23+bit_vs22+B_bit
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SVS_Byte_C =
bit_vs21+bit_vs20+bit_vs19+bit_vs18+bit_vs17+bit_vs16+bit_vs15+C_bit
SVS_Byte_D =
bit_vs14+bit_vs13+bit_vs12+bit_vs11+bit_vs10+bit_vs9+bit_vs8+D_bit
SVS_Byte_E =
bit_vs7+bit_vs6+bit_vs5+bit_vs4+bit_vs3+bit_vs2+bit_vs1+E_bit
Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String =
SVS_Byte_A+SVS_Byte_B+SVS_Byte_C+SVS_Byte_D+SVS_Byte_E
Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String =
hex(int(Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String,2))
Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String =
(Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String[2:]).zfill(10)
Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command =
bytearray.fromhex(Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command_String)
print('Running1')
print('Running2')
#Writing to RTXSPA
ser1.write(ID_EQ)
ser1.write(Selected_Heading_Command)
ser1.write(Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command)
#Writing to File for Data
fh.write('Time = '+UTCHour+':'+UTCMin+':'+UTCSec+':'+UTCSecFrac+',
Pitch = '+str(pitch)+', Roll = '+str(roll)+', Current Heading =
'+str(heading_current)+', Turn Rate = '+str(turn_rate)+', Vertical Speed =
'+str(vertical_speed)+', New Heading = '+str(heading_new_raw)+', Head =
'+str(head)+', VS = '+str(vs) +'\n')
fh.write('EQ_ID = '+str(binascii.hexlify(ID_EQ))+', Selected Heading
Command = '+str(binascii.hexlify(Selected_Heading_Command))+', Selected
Vertical Speed Command =
'+str(binascii.hexlify(Selected_Vertical_Speed_Command))+', Vertical Speed
Command = '+str(vs_command)+ '\n')
#Properly Close Program
button0 = joystick.get_button(0)
button1 = joystick.get_button(1)
if button0 == 1 and button1 == 1:
done = False
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fh.close
ser2.close()
pygame.quit()

GNS 430 Read
import serial
import binascii
tx_ctrl_string = '10001101'
tx_ctrl_string = hex(int(tx_ctrl_string,2))
tx_ctrl = bytearray.fromhex(tx_ctrl_string[2:])
ser = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB_RTXSPA', 9600, timeout = 5)
ser.write(tx_ctrl)
ser.write(tx_ctrl)
done = True
num = 0
fh = open('FlightTest_GNS430.txt', 'w')
fh.write('This is power up \n')
while done:
ser = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB_RTXSPA', 9600, timeout = 5)
Garmin = (ser.read(5))
Garmin = binascii.hexlify(Garmin)
print(Garmin)
fh.write(str(Garmin))
num = num + 1
if num > 500:
done= False
fh.write("This is the end.")
fh.close
ser.close()
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Appendix B
Supplier Documentation
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